We all know that if n is not a perfect square, then √ n is irrational. In many courses we prove this for √ 2 and then ask students to prove it for √ 3 or √ 5. Often this involves altering observations about even and odd integers into comments about divisibility by 3 or 5. While there is some pedagogical benefit to this, it strikes us as inefficient when there is a single concise proof that deals with all n simultaneously. The proof below resembles ones given in the literature by Bloom 
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2 for natural numbers n and k, then √ n is irrational.
Proof. (By contradiction.) Suppose that
√ n is rational, and let it be written with least positive denominator as
But of course a 2 = nb 2 , so we may substitute and cancel to get
This is a new rational representation of n with a smaller positive denominator, contrary to our supposition.
As a matter of fact, with a little extra effort, we can provide a single proof for the irrationality of r √ n for any integer r ≥ 2 and any natural number n that is not an r th power. This proof resembles one by Vaughn [7] , but we have avoided using induction.
Theorem 2. If k, r , and n are natural numbers, and k
We use Theorem 1 only as motivation, but introduce a lemma to facilitate the proof. ≥ k + 1, which is a contradiction.
